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Development of a European energy efficient mortgage market

Energy Efficient Mortgage Initiative
Energy Efficient Mortgages Action Plan (EeMAP)

EeMAP aims to create a mortgage financing mechanism through which
property owners are incentivised to improve the energy efficiency of their
building or acquire an already energy efficient property by way of

favourable conditions liked to the mortgage. The cornerstone of the
initiative is the assumption that energy efficiency has a risk mitigation
effect for banks as a result of the impact on a borrower’s ability to service
his/her loan and on the value of the property, a correlation which the
EeMAP Initiative is currently working to substantiate.

Energy Efficient Data Portal & Protocol Initiative (EeDaPP)

EeDaPP is intended to support the energy efficient mortgage financing
mechanism by delivering a market-led protocol which facilitates the largescale gathering and processing of data relating to energy efficient
mortgage assets, via a standardised reporting template. In the long term,

the data will be accessed by way of a common, centralised portal, allowing
for continuous tracking of the performance of the energy efficient
mortgage assets, thereby also facilitating the tagging of such assets for the
purposes of energy efficient bond issuance.

EeDaPP Overview of timeline and
deliverable
1/1/2019 European Securitisation
Regulation 2017 /2402
ESMA annex includes: Energy
Performance Certificate Value and
Provider

EEMI Creation of
National Market
Hubs

EBA guidelines
on loan
origination and
monitoring

EeDaPP phase 1/2

EeDaPP Phase 2/2

EeDaPP Year 1: March 2018 – March
2019

Feb- 2018

WP2: Best Practices in
place in existing Data
Systems

Mar-19
Apr-19
EEDaPP Year 2: March
2019 – March

2020

WP3: Definition of
Energy Efficient
Reporting Criteria

Publication of
EeDaPP white
paper

Finalisation of
EeMap

Installation of New
European Commission Van
der Leyen: European Green
Deal within first 100 days

May-19

2020 Energy Efficient
Mortgage Market
Jun-19
Implementation Plan
(EeMiP)

WP5: Data and Correlation
Analysis

EeDaPP: Proof
of Concept

Start of EeDaPP
project
WP4: Design and delivery of
Standardised Data Protocol &
Common, Centralised Portal

WP6: project roadmap for system
integration: describing EE portal
infrastructure and design

2019-2020

EeDaPP: A practical & technical approach
EeDaPP Pilot Phase –feedback

Together with pilot phase banks we have been liaising closely with many
European Banks. These talks have included:
Reflecting on the White Paper and EE criteria
-

Ambition

-

scope

Discussions on technical challenges and feasibility

EeDaPP Working Packages

WP1: Project Management
WP2: Identify Best Practices in place within existing data systems  a preanalysis on basic assumptions, project scope and high level technical
components
WP3: definition of energy efficient reporting criteria  EE criteria & white
paper

-

Addressing concerns with respect to IT infrastructure investments

WP4: design and delivery of standardised data protocol & common,
central portal  descibing feedback pilot phase and building blocks for the
portal.

-

Alignment current and forthcoming financial and privacy regulation

WP5: data and correlation analysis  data analysis

Availability
-

of energy efficiency data

-

Energy labels

-

Data quality and availability issues

WP6: Creation of roadmap for system integration  architecture for the
portal
WP7: Project dissemination

New European Commission – Green Deal & Energy
Efficiency
Some items in Von der Leyen’s Mission Statement

September
2019

•

Von der Leyen states: “Europe follows the energy-efficiency-first
principle across the board and boosting the uptake of renewable
energy deployment.”

•

“Coordinate the work on the Sustainable Europe Investment Plan,
which should unlock €1 trillion of climate-related investment over
the next decade”

•

“I want the European Green Deal to become Europe’s hallmark,”
said European Commission President-elect Ursula von der Leyen, as
she tasked her second-in-command with overseeing Europe’s goal
of achieving climate neutrality by mid-century.

•

“At the heart of it is our commitment to becoming the world’s first
climate-neutral continent. It will require collective ambition,
political leadership and a just transition for the most affected.”

•

“I want Europe to be the front-runner. I want Europe to be the
exporter of knowledge, technologies and best practice” the new
Commission chief said, introducing Timmermans as her second-inconmmand.

•

The European Investment Bank, helping to turn parts of it into
Europe’s climate bank. By 2025, half of its total financing should be
dedicated to climate investment.
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Europe seems to embrace Energy Efficiency
General adaptation of Energy Efficiency by both politicians and regulators.
•

Interesting movement across Europe where energy efficient as a topic is
becoming a mainstream agenda item

•

Many explicit references in the new mission statement of the Von der Leyen
European Commission

•

Christine Lagarde sees climate change as “mission critical” for the ECB and
opens the door to EU taxonomy-based asset purchases programs

•

Christine Lagarde suggested that the ECB, which she is set to lead later this
year, could apply green criteria to its asset purchase programa

•

ECB stands to deviate from “market neutrality” in future bond and asset
purchase programs

•

ECB has already purchased green bonds under both the CSPP and the public
sector purchase programme (PSPP)

•

“The ECB is supporting the development of such a taxonomy,” Lagarde said.
“Once it is agreed, in my view it will facilitate the incorporation of
environmental considerations in central bank portfolios.”

•

The new securitisation regulation ESMA reporting annexes have incorporated
energy performance certificates in both:
•

annex2_underlying_exposures-residential_real_estate

•

annex5_underlying_exposures-automobile

September
2019
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Dutch central bank: Energy efficiency is factored in
well in the Dutch housing market
General adaptation of Energy Efficiency by both politicians and
regulators.
•

The price difference between “green” homes (with energy
labels A, B or C) and “non-green” homes can well be explained
by the costs involved in making non-green dwellings
sustainable. These findings follow from research conducted by
DNB.

•

The energy labels, which are now mandatory under European
legislation, help homebuyers to better factor in expected
energy consumption.

•

This encourages homesellers to make their houses more
sustainable.

•

This allows homebuyers to better factor in the expected
energy consumption when buying a house. Green homes will
then be sold with an added premium.

•

Such a premium should properly reflect the costs of the
investment and the value of the expected energy savings.

•

The premium for green homes has significantly increased
since 2015

September
2019
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Regulation and Reporting: implementation of Energy
Efficient Data in ESMA Securitisation regulation and HTT

Increased momentum in European Regulatory Reporting

September
2018

•

ESMA Securitisation Regulation: The Portal can give a quick
visual insight of the key performance indicators

•

EBA guidelines on loan origination and monitoring : In
particular, the EBA proposes that environmental, social and
governance (ESG) factors be included in risk management
policies, credit risk policies and procedures. This most recent
policy development underlines the relevance and timeliness of
the Energy Efficient Mortgages Initiative.

•

Covered Bond: Possible implementation of Energy Efficient
information in forthcoming HTT by Covered Bond Label.
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Proof of Concept: Energy Efficient Portal – based on
best practices
Proof of Concept – Energy Efficient Portal

Currently we have established a proof of concept for an energy
efficient portal. The Portal is a work in progres that is established on
our joint experience on loanlevel, HTT/NTT and regulatory reporting
standards.

It reuses much of the proven technology and best practices we have
used for www.LoanbyLoan.eu.
Roadmap of functionality:
-

Extensive User & Permission management on both user and
group levels

-

AES265 bit encryption and 2FA authentication protocol.

-

GDPR-proof tooling (allowing to anonymize, encrypt or hash data
fields).

-

Dashboard and Analytics

-

Customizable data room functionality

Utilizing:
-

European based MS Azure cloud environment

-

Microsoft PowerBI Analytics & Dashboard

September
2018
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Proof of Concept: Energy Efficient Portal – Data Hub
Proof of Concept – Energy Efficient Portal
Front End

The front end of the portal gives an overview of the
funding of the program (whole loan, covered bond,
securitisation, etc.).
-

Data can be uploaded by the user

-

Permissions and activities are logged for audit
purposes

It serves as a data hub that is customisable:
-

Folders can be created

-

Data can be exchanged

-

Permissions can be set on the folders

September
2018
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Proof of Concept: Energy Efficient Portal – data
insights
Proof of Concept – Energy Efficient Portal
Back End

The back end of the portal gives an overview of the
portfolio into energy efficient metrics. In the example
here you see a Dutch portfolio with approx. ~5000
Energy Efficient mortgages.

The portal will allow users to:
-

Get insight into green effectives

-

Get an overview of the data gap

-

Benchmark data

-

Facilitate data for usage with sustainable opintion
providers (i.e. client bond initiative)

September
2018
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EeDaPP Consortium members can help in
facilitating EPC data in your jurisdiction.

Energy Label: The Energy
Performance Certificates
(hereafter EPCs) are the most
dominant source of energy
information regarding the
European building’s stock. EPC’s
are an increasingly effective
metric to capture energy
performance and the impact of
building policies.
Hypoport, TXS, Crif, EDW can
assist in providing energy
efficient data in your
datawarehouse!

Partners



For additional information on the Energy
efficiency Data Protocol and Portal Initiative


Visit:



Contact:
Luca Bertalot
EeDaPP Project Coordinator
Secretary General of the EMF-ECBC
lbertalot@hypo.org
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